
Classic Arms Corporation 6mm Rem. Bolt Action Magazine Ri e
Serial Number 3

$22500.00$22500.00

DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Classic Arms of Palo Alto, CA. a company established in 1980 by Lloyd Chiswick .  

Engraved on the barrel of this Classic Arms Corporation bolt action magazine ri e is “No. 3” and it is chambered in 6mm

Remington.

The ri e is based on an original intermediate length Mauser, the serial number: "3" is on the front ring and the original maker’s

mark: “Wa enfabrik Mauser Oberndorf  A/N”  on top of the front ring and on the sidewall of the action.  Fitted with a M70 type

3-position safety, 3-panel checkered bolt knob with and one piece bottom metal with an inside-the-bow release and a modern

Mauser trigger. 

The 22" barrel has is nicely tapered and engraved: "Classic Arms of Palo Alto, CA No. 3".

Highly gured California English walnut stock has a 13 1/2" LOP over a smooth steel butt plate. The stock has a right hand

traditionally shaped, beaded cheekpiece and a steel grip cap and an Ebony forend tip. The 26 LPI pointe checkering has Mullered

borders. Handmade sling swivels are barrel shaped 

Red eld rotary style bases with 1" rings and a Diavari C 3-9x36mm ri e scope. 

The oorplate is game scene engraved by American engraver Lee Gri ths and features a roe buck lying down supported

by American scroll on the remainder of the bottom metal, the grip cap, scope base, and smooth steel butt plate. 

This type of engraving that uses empty space in the game scene, often accompanied with a brushed nished, creates a a sense of

vast, open country, and was popular in the early 1980’s but not always executed as well as this engraving is done here. with a 25”

barrel, the remaining components handmade by some of the best American gunmakers of modern times.  

Rust blued nish on all metal parts. 

Ri e weighs 9 lbs 1.7 oz scoped. 

SSPECIFICATIONPECIFICATION

LocationLocation US

MakeMake Classic Arms Corporation

Calibre/GaugeCalibre/Gauge N/A

ActionAction Mauser

TriggersTriggers 1

EjectorsEjectors N/A

Barrel LengthBarrel Length 22"

RibRib N/A

ChamberChamber N/A

Choke RightChoke Right N/A

Choke LeftChoke Left N/A

StockStock Right Hand Cheekpiece

LOPLOP 13 1/2"

WeightWeight 9lbs 1oz

CaseCase Makers Case



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


